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This study continues the development of the Landau–de Gennes theory of chevron structure in a surface-
stabilized Sm-C liquid crystal cell. In this paper we study in detail the consequences of varying the magnitude
of the planar surface anchoring. The strength of the anchoring is found to govern the order of the phases close
to the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition. Depending on the strength of the anchoring, we find two possible
transition sequences:~a! Sm-A→bookshelf Sm-C→nonplanar chevron;~b! Sm-A→planar chevron
→nonplanar chevron.@S1063-651X~98!15705-7#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Jf, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

The chevron structure is a widespread feature in surf
stabilized ferroelectric Sm-C liquid crystal cells. It was first
observed in x-ray scattering work@1,2#. Afterwards it was
also confirmed by optical experiments@3–8#. The chevron
structure can exist both in thin and thick sample textu
@1,2,9#. It is formed when a cell, filled with Sm-A liquid
crystal, is cooled to the Sm-C phase@1,2#. Usually, once the
layers are formed in the Sm-A phase, the surface position
anchoring is frozen in and the layers do not move along
glass plates@10#. In this case the only way to maintain th
periodicity of the Sm-A liquid crystal along the surface an
reduce the layer thickness in the Sm-C phase simultaneousl
is to tilt the layers away from the normal to the boundi
plates. A schematic diagram showing the bookshelf SmA
and chevron Sm-C layer structures is given in Fig. 1.

This phenomenon has given rise to considerable theo
cal interest. A number of different models of the layer a
director structures in Sm-C chevron cells have been pre
sented over the past ten years@11–20#. In particular, in Ref.
@21#, which we shall refer to as I, we used a Landau–
Gennes type model@22# to study the chevron structure.

The model presented in I involves a free energy written
covariant form, as first suggested by Lubensky and
workers@23,24#. This model retains the conceptual simpli
ity of the model of Clark and co-workers@11,12#, but it no
longer requires many of the simplifying computational a
sumptions employed in other models of the chevron str
ture. It is also a very general and economical model, a
retains all the relevant degrees of freedom and phase tra
tions with a minimum number of parameters. In I, we inve
tigated the director and the layer structure as a function
the nematic and smectic elastic constants and of the stre
of the surface orientational anchoring. We were able to
tain the spatial variation of the free energy density and c
culate the energy associated with the chevron wall. In
way, bistability occurs without additional assumptions.
was also possible to study the temperature dependence o
chevron structure.
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5651~9!/$15.00
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Also of some interest is the temperature dependence
the chevron structure close to the Sm-A– Sm-C phase tran-
sition. We have found in I that in the case of a fre
surface—no orientational anchoring of the director at
surface and only strong positional anchoring of the sme
layers—the chevron structure is not formed immediately
low the Sm-A– Sm-C bulk transition temperature. Rathe
we found that the bookshelf Sm-C structure can exist in a
narrow temperature region between the Sm-A structure and
the chevron Sm-C structure. However, this extremely wea
anchoring hypothesis is not realistic, and must be repla
by a finite anchoring condition. An important factor here
that the bookshelf Sm-C structure is by far the most desir
able for electro-optical applications. It would therefore

FIG. 1. Bookshelf Sm-A structure~a! and two types~C1 and
C2! of the Sm-C chevron structure~b!. The periodicity along the
surface is the same in both structures.
5651 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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useful to know how the strength and type of the surfa
orientational anchoring and the magnitude of the nem
and smectic elastic constants affect the temperature re
over which the bookshelf structure can exist.

In this paper we continue the study which we began in
Here we investigate the threshold conditions for the form
tion of the chevron and bookshelf Sm-C structure close to
the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition as a function of the su
face orientational anchoring strength, which we define m
precisely below. The usual Sm-C chevron structure, which
we shall refer to as a nonplanar chevron, breaks the SA
bookshelf structure in two ways. The cone angle tilt brea
the y-mirror symmetry~see Fig. 1!. The layer buckling, by
contrast, breaks thez-mirror symmetry. The two broken
symmetries are in principle independent. However, they
linked energetically, because the layer deformation at
chevron tip favors some out-of-plane tilt. In addition, t
surface anchoring biases the director toward an angle o
than the preferred tilt. The onset of the chevron phase
volves breaking both symmetries. However, they will not
general be broken at exactly the same temperature.
gives rise to some fine structure in the phase diagram clos
the Sm-A– Sm-C phase boundary which depends sensitiv
on the boundary conditions.

When they-mirror symmetry breaks at higher temper
tures than thez-mirror symmetry, the first phase transition
from Sm-A to a bookshelf Sm-C structure. The layers are no
buckled, but the director is uniformly twisted with respect
the planar easy axis. When the temperature is further
duced, the conventional nonplanar chevron is recovere
the z-mirror symmetry also breaks. When it is thez-mirror
symmetry which breaks first, a planar chevron structure
formed below the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition tempera
ture. Again, at lower temperatures a nonplanar chevron
curs.

We restrict our studies to planar surface anchoring,
which the director is confined to the surface plane. We
however, allow rotational freedom away from the easy a
in the surface plane. There are interesting phenomena a
ciated with surface out-of-plane rotation@25–32#, but we do
not consider them here. The amount of rotation is gover
by the strength of the orientational surface anchoring in
surface plane. This is the important control parameter in
study. We find that the Sm-A– Sm-C bulk phase transition
temperature is lowered for all finite surface orientational
choring. At rather weak surface orientational anchoring,
first transition from the Sm-A phase is to the bookshelf Sm
C phase. At stronger surface orientational anchoring, the
der of the phases is reversed in the fine structure of the p
boundary, and the first phase transition occurs from the S
A to the planar chevron phase.

We may remark that symmetry breaking in they-mirror
plane can lead to bistability of the optical axis, whereas sy
metry breaking in thez-mirror plane cannot by itself hav
this effect. This is a consequence of the interaction betw
the director and the optical polarization. Thus the nonpla
chevron and the bookshelf Sm-C structures may be bistable
The planar chevron structure is not useful for electro-opt
applications.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we intr
duce the model. In Sec. III we analytically estimate t
e
ic
on
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threshold temperatures for the formation of the booksh
planar and nonplanar chevron structures. In Sec. IV we d
some brief conclusions.

II. MODEL

In the Landau–de Gennes model the free energy of
Sm-C liquid crystal cell is expressed by the local nema
director n and the complex smectic density wavec(r )
5h(r )exp$if(r )%, whereuh~r !u is the smectic order param
eter andf~r ! is the phase factor determining the layer po
tion. The normal to the layer is defined byn5¹f/u¹fu. We
shall study the structure close to the Sm-A– Sm-C phase
transition and far from the nematic-smectic phase transit
In that case it can be assumed that the smectic order pa
eter is constant and equal to its bulk value:h(r )5hB .

The elastic free energy is written as a sum of the nem
and smectic contribution. In a one constant approximat
for the nematic contribution, the free energy of the smec
phase is@21,24#

F5 1
2 KE @~¹•n!21~¹3n!2#d3r ~1!

1E $ciu~n•¹2 iq0!cu21c'u~n3¹!cu2

1Du~n3¹!2cu2%d3r , ~2!

where Eq.~1! is the nematic elastic free energy, and Eq.~2!
is the smectic elastic free energy. The constantK is the nem-
atic elastic constant, andci , c' , andD are smectic elastic
constants. The elastic constantci is related to the de Genne
compressibility constantB @21#. The parameterq0 is related
to the layer thicknessd0 in the Sm-A phase:q052p/d0 .
The elastic constantc' measures the energy associated w
tilting the director away from the layer normal. It is temper
ture dependent:c'}(T2TAC) and TAC is the bulk phase
transition temperature from the Sm-A phase to the Sm-C
phase. The term with the elastic constantD opposes the
bending of the smectic layers. It also stabilizes an interm
diate tilt of n with respect to the normal to the smectic lay
in the Sm-C phase.

To describe surface stabilized cells, a surface term ha
be added to the free energyF. The surface energy is mod
eled by the following Rapini-Papoular terms:

FS52 1
2 WSE ~n• ẑ!2d2r1 1

2 WS̃E ~n• x̂!2d2r , ~3!

whereẑ is the easy axis in the surface plane,x̂ is the direc-
tion perpendicular to the surface plane, andWS andWS̃ are
the anchoring strengths. We consider anchoring such tha
director always lies in the surface plane. In this case,WS̃
→`. If, in addition, alsoWS→`, the director always aligns
along the easy axisẑ. In the limit of no surface orientationa
anchoring (WS50) the director is free to choose the mo
favorable position in the surface plane.

This model can be modified to take into account mo
comprehensive surface treatments that favor finite pre
This is of technological importance, because depending
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57 5653STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS IN SURFACE- . . .
the surface pretilt two alignment structuresC1 and C2 @25#
can occur~Fig. 1!. They can both coexist in a cell, and a
separated by zigzag defects@26,27#. The effect of the surface
pretilt angle on the stability of theC1 and C2 states was
discussed in Refs.@28,29#. We shall not, however, addres
the problem of the stability of theC1 and C2 states in the
present paper. With the surface treatment chosen here
two structures are degenerate.

The coordinate systems used for the calculation and
the presentation of the results are shown in Fig. 2. T
Sm-C liquid crystal is confined between the plates located
x52L/2 and L/2, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The layers are
running in thez direction. In the coordinate system chos
for numerical calculations the variables are the anglesa and
b, and the displacement vectoru. We assume that they ar
all functions ofx only. The smectic density wave enforce
the periodicity in the z direction, and is expressed a
c(r )5hB exp$iq0@z1u(x)#%. The displacementu(x) de-
scribes departures from the planar layer configuration.
periodicity enforced in thez direction is established in th
Sm-A phase and isq052p/d0 .

The chevron structure is usually described in the lo
coordinate system by the molecular cone angleq(x), the
layer tilt angled(x), and the director rotation about the con
w(x) @Fig. 2~b!#. In the Landau–de Gennes model~2! the
bulk value of the molecular cone angleqB in the Sm-C
phase (c',0) is expressed as tanqB5A2c' /(2Dq0

2).
For computational purposes we write the nematic, sm

tic, and surface free energy densities in the dimension
form. We use the dimensionless parameters

Ci5L2/l i
2 , C'5L2/l'

2 , and LS5L/lS , ~4!

wherel i5@K/(ciq0
2hB

2)#1/2 and l'5@K/(uc'uq0
2hB

2)#1/2 are
the correlation lengths, measuring the penetration of loc
induced nematic bend or twist deformation into the sme
phase in the layer plane (l') and along the layer norma
(l i); lS5K/WS is the surface extrapolation length. It
worth noticing thatCi}ci , C'}uc'u andLS}WS .

FIG. 2. ~a! The coordinate system in which the numerical c
culations were performed.~b! The coordinate system used to d
scribe the chevron structure.
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It is also convenient to introduce the following dime
sionless parameters:

the reduced temperature:t5T/TAC21, ~5!

C' /Ci5a0utu5~l i /l'!2, ~6!

D15Dq0
4hB

2L2/K, D25Dq0
2hB

2/K, ~7!

r5x/L, w5du/dx. ~8!

A typical set of values of the dimensionless parameters

Ci5105, D1543104, D250.01, a051. ~9!

The choice of these values is discussed in the Appendix.
bulk value of the molecular cone angle expressed in term
the dimensionless parameters is tan2 qB5C' /(2D1). The di-
mensionless free energy is defined as

G5
L

K

F1FS

S
5E

21/2

1/2

g~r!dr1gS~r52 1
2!1gS~r5 1

2!,

~10!

where (F1FS)/S is a free energy per unit of the surface, a
g(r) andgS(r) are the bulk and surface dimensionless fr
energy densities, respectively. The complete expressions
these quantities can be found in I.

In what follows we use the fact that close to the pha
transition the variablesa, b, andw are small:a,b,w!1. In
addition, b can be set to zero everywhere in the cell. T
reason for this is the following. The order parameter for t
chevron structure iswÞ0, andaÞ0 is the order paramete
for the Sm-C bookshelf phase. The angleb is nonzero only
when bothw anda are nonzero, and so to discuss the pha
progression we can ignore it. This is the reason why we
a, b, andw as a set of variables for numerical calculatio
instead ofq, d, andw. The anglew can never be set to zer
everywhere in the cell. It cannot even be assumed to
small.

With b(r)50, a(r)!1, andw(r)!1, we can reliably
employ a Taylor series expansion of the free energy de
ties, where we include terms of up to the fourth order ina
and w. The bulk dimensionless free energy density take
simple form

g52C'a21 1
4 @Ci14D1#a42C'w21D1w412D1w2a2

1D2wr
21 1

2 ar
2 , ~11!

where subscriptsr denote derivatives with respect tor. The
dimensionless surface free energy densitygS is

gS~r!52 1
2LS~12a21 1

3 a4!. ~12!

In addition, sinceWS̃→`, b is zero at both surfaces. W
have chosenb to be zero everywhere in the cell, so th
boundary condition forb is automatically satisfied.

Next we shall construct the expressions for the variab
a and w. The order parameteraÞ0 is associated with the
breaking of they-mirror symmetry. The variablea can be
expressed as a Fourier series
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a~r!5 (
k50

`

akcos~kpr!, ~13!

where the fact thata is symmetric around the chevron ti
was used. To see which terms dominate close to the temp
ture at which they-mirror symmetry breaks, we examine th
boundary condition fora. It is ~see I!

F6
]g

]ar
1

]gs

]a G
r561/2

50. ~14!

Using the expressions for the bulk and surface free ene
densities~11! and ~12! in the above boundary condition, w
obtain

~6ar1LSa!r561/250, ~15!

where a third order term ina has been neglected. When the
is no surface orientational anchoring (LS50), the first spa-
tial derivative ofa is zero at the surface, and near the te
perature at which they-mirror symmetry is brokena~r! can
be approximated bya(r)5a0 . In the limit of infinitely
strong surface orientational anchoring (LS→`) a50 at
both surfaces. So the correct ansatz fora is a(r)
5a1cos(pr). In general, at finite surface orientational a
choring neithera50 nor ar50 at the surface, and the sp
tial dependence ofa needs to be approximated by two term
in the Fourier series expansion:a(r)5a01a1cos(pr).
However, we find that the calculations are a bit simpler if
use the following ansatz fora, which is essentially the sam
as the one above:

a~r!5a0cos~kr!. ~16!

In the case of no orientational surface anchoring,k50, and
in the limit of very strong anchoring,k5p. The value ofk
at finite anchoring is obtained from the boundary condit
~15!:

k tan~k/2!2LS50. ~17!

This equation has to be solved numerically for a givenLS .
To find the ansatz forw(r) we use a similar procedure

The boundary condition forw is

F ]g

]wr
G

r561/2

50, ~18!

from which it follows that

~wr!r561/250. ~19!

The symmetric chevron structure requires thatw is antisym-
metric around the chevron tip, and because of thatw must be
zero at the chevron tip. The Fourier expansion ofw is thus

w~r!5 (
k50

`

wksin~kpr!, ~20!

and the term that dominates close to the temperatur
which thez-mirror symmetry breaks is
ra-

gy

-

at

w~r!5w1sin~pr!. ~21!

The harmonic approximations fora~r! and w(r) are ex-
pected to be valid only for second order phase transition
which the y- and z-mirror symmetries break, respectivel
and the amplitudesa0 and/orw1 are small. That means tha
in general, at temperatures at which a bookshelf Sm-C struc-
ture deforms into a nonplanar chevron structure, the h
monic approximation fora~r! is not valid any more. Simi-
larly, at temperatures at which a planar chevron struct
deforms into a nonplanar one, the harmonic approximat
for w is not valid.

The correct ansatz forw close to the planar-nonplana
chevron transition can easily be found directly from the fr
energy density~11! in the case ofa(r)50. The free energy
density is

g52C'w21D1w41D2wr
2, ~22!

and is minimal when the Euler-Lagrange equation

2C'w12D1w32D2wrr50 ~23!

is satisfied together with the boundary conditionwrur561/2
50 @see Eq. ~19!#. The solution of this equation isw
5w0tanh(r/lw) with the amplitudew05AC' /(2D1) and the
chevron widthlw5A2D2 /C'. The boundary condition is
satisfied iflw!1, which is true at all temperatures exce
close to the onset of the planar chevron.

The ansatz forw(r) close to the planar-nonplanar che
ron transition is thus

w5w0tanh~r/lw!, w05A C'
2D1

, lw5A2D2

C'
.

~24!

There is no simple ansatz to be found fora~r! close to the
bookshelf Sm-C–nonplanar chevron transition. In gener
the temperature for this transition can be found numerica
by direct solution of the bulk Euler-Lagrange equations foa
andw together with the boundary conditions~15! and~19!. It
turns out, however, that for the chosen surface treatment
bookshelf Sm-C structure can exist only in such a narro
temperature region that the harmonic approximation fora is
still valid at the bookshelf Sm-C–nonplanar chevron transi
tion.

III. STRUCTURES CLOSE TO THE SM- A – SM-C
PHASE TRANSITION

The structures close to the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition
are best presented by thelS2utu phase diagram~Fig. 3!. All
the transitions are second order. At stronger surface orie
tional anchoring thez mirror symmetry breaks first, and
planar chevron structure~Fig. 4! is formed below the
Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition temperaturetplan. This tem-
perature is independent of the strength of the surface or
tational anchoring. At lower temperatures they-mirror sym-
metry breaks as well, and a nonplanar chevron structure~Fig.
5! is formed att,tCH. At rather weak surface orientationa
anchoring (ls→`) the y-mirror symmetry is broken a
higher temperatures than thez-mirror symmetry, and a book
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57 5655STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS IN SURFACE- . . .
shelf Sm-C structure~Fig. 6! is formed att,tBS. The latter
deforms into a nonplanar chevron structure when temp
ture is further reduced and thez-mirror symmetry breaks a
well. Thez- andy-mirror symmetries are broken at the sam
temperature (t5tplan) only at one specific surface extrapol
tion lengthlS

0 .
In the following subsections we estimate analytically t

transition temperatures between different structures.
compare these results with numerically obtained transi
temperatures. By numerically obtained results we refer to
results obtained by numerical solution of the different
Euler-Lagrange equations~see I! obtained from the free en
ergy density expression in which no simplifications we
done@i.e., b(r)Þ0 and, in general,a, b, andw are not a lot
smaller than 1#. We shall first study two limiting cases: th
case of infinitely strong anchoring (lS50) and the case on
infinitely weak anchoring (lS→`), and shall finally con-
sider the case of finite anchoring.

FIG. 4. Planar chevron structure. The director lies in thexz
plane. This structure is not optically bistable.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram, showing the stability areas of the bo
shelf, planar chevron, and nonplanar chevron structures. AtlS

,lS
0 the thin full line presents the analytical estimate oftCH ob-

tained with the harmonic approximation fora and w, and the
dashed line presents the analytical estimate obtained by the
monic approximation fora and a solitonlike approximation forw.
The thick full line shows the numerically obtained transition te
peraturetCH . At lS.lS

0, the numerically and analytically obtaine
transition temperatures agree well. Parameter values:Ci5105, D1

543104, D250.01, anda051.
a-

e
n
e
l

A. Infinitely strong anchoring „lS50…

1. Sm-Ã planar chevron

At this transition a(r)50 and for w(r) the harmonic
approximation~21! is used. The bulk free energy, obtaine
from Eqs.~10! and ~11!, is then

G52 1
2 ~C'2p2D2!w1

21 3
8 D1w1

4 . ~25!

The energy is minimal when the condition]G/]w150 is
satisfied. In this way we obtain the expression for the am
tudew1 :

w1
25

2

3D1
~C'2p2D2!. ~26!

The amplitude is real and different from zero ifC'
.p2D2 . Otherwise the energy is minimal withw150
~bookshelf Sm-A structure!. It follows from Eq.~6! thatC' is
temperature dependent. The reduced temperature at w
the planar chevron structure is formed~i.e., the z-mirror
symmetry breaks! is thus

utuplan5
p2D2

a0Ci
. ~27!

By using a similar procedure and settingw(r)50 and
a(r)5a0 cos(pr), it can be shown that they-mirror sym-
metry alone would break atutuBS5p2/(2a0Ci). Since D2
!1 @see Eq.~9!#, utuplan,utuBS and the transition is Sm-A
→planar chevron not Sm-A→bookshelf Sm-C.

It should be mentioned that in many circumstances
planar chevron structure occurs already in the Sm-A phase,
@33–36#. Since the change in the layer thickness is mu
smaller in the Sm-A phase than in the Sm-C phase, this
effect can be ignored in the first approximation. So we ha
not considered it here.

FIG. 5. Nonplanar chevron structure. At the chevron tip and
the surfaces, the director lies in theyz plane.

FIG. 6. Bookshelf Sm-C structure. The director is tilted in the
yz plane everywhere in the cell.
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2. Planar chevroñ nonplanar chevron

To estimate the temperature at which the planar chev
structure deforms into a nonplanar one, we use ansatz~24!
for w(r), and fora~r! we use the harmonic approximatio
~16! with k5p. We calculate the free energy, minimize
over a0 , thus find the amplitudea0 , and finally we obtain
the condition fora0 to be real:

C'2 1
2 p222C'E

21/2

1/2

cos2~pr!tanh2~r/lw!dr.0.

~28!

The chevron tip widthlw is temperature dependent:lw
5lw(C'). The easiest way to estimate the critical tempe
ture for the formation of the nonplanar chevron structure
to plot expression~28! as a function ofC' , and estimate
(C')CH at which expression~28! is zero from the plot. The
reduced temperature at which a nonplanar chevron is for
is utuCH5(C')CH/(a0Ci).

B. Zero anchoring „lS˜`…

1. Sm-Ã bookshelf Sm-C

At this transitionw(r)50 anda(r)5a0 @see Eq.~16!
with k50#. The free energy of the cell is

G52C'a0
21 1

4 ~Ci14D1!a0
4, ~29!

and is minimized if

a0
25

2C'
Ci14D1

. ~30!

The amplitudea0 is real if C'>0. So they-mirror symmetry
breaks already at the Sm-A– Sm-C bulk phase transition
temperature:t50.

2. Bookshelf Sm-C̃ nonplanar chevron

It turns out that the bookshelf Sm-C structure can exis
only in such a narrow temperature region that the harmo
approximation fora(r)5a0 can be used also at the boo
shelf Sm-C–nonplanar chevron transition. Forw(r) we use
the harmonic approximation~21!. The following free energy
density is obtained:

G52C'a0
21 1

4 ~Ci14D1!a0
42 1

2 ~C'2p2D2!w1
21D1w1

2a0
2

1 3
8 D1w1

4 . ~31!

The energy is minimal when the amplitudesa0 andw1 take
the values

a0
25

2C'22D1w1
2

Ci14D1
~32!

and

w1
25

2

3D1
~C'2p2D222D1a0

2!. ~33!
n

-
s

ed

ic

The z-mirror symmetry is broken when at finitea0 the am-
plitudew1 becomes real. We find that the conditionw1

2>0 is
satisfied at temperatures lower thantCH, where

utuCH5
p2D2~114D1 /Ci!

Cia0
. ~34!

For a given set of parameters~9!, this temperature is 2.6
31026, which is small enough that the harmonic appro
mation fora~r! is still valid at this transition point.

C. Finite anchoring

1. Sm-Ã bookshelf Sm-C or planar chevron

With the harmonic expression~16! for a andw set to zero
the free energy of the bookshelf structure is obtained fr
Eq. ~10!:

G5
Ci14D1

4
a0

4E
21/2

1/2

cos4~kr!dr

2
1

2
~2C'1k2!a0

2E
21/2

1/2

cos2~kr!dr1
1

2
k2a0

2

2LS1LSa0
2cos2~k/2!2

1

3
LSa0

4cos4~k/2!. ~35!

It can easily be found that the amplitudea0 , which mini-
mizes the above free energy~35!, is real whent,tBS, where

utuBS5
k2

2a0Ci
. ~36!

At infinitely small surface anchoring~LS50 andk50! the
temperaturetBS50, the result which we have already ob
tained in Sec. III B 1. At finite surface orientational ancho
ing the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition temperature is low
ered from its bulk valuet50 to tBS,0. The Sm-C bookshelf
structure is inhomogeneous sincea(r)5q(r)5a0cos(kr).

The Sm-A–planar chevron transition can occur atutuplan
5p2D2 /(a0Ci). This temperature is independent of the su
face orientational anchoring strength, and has already b
found in Sec. III A 1.

If tplan.tBS(LS), thez-mirror symmetry breaks first when
the Sm-A phase is cooled down to the Sm-C phase, and a
planar chevron structure is formed. IftBS.tplan the y-mirror
symmetry breaks first, and a bookshelf Sm-C structure is
formed. Both symmetries are broken at the same tempera
at that strength of the surface orientational anchoring (LS

0)
wheretBS(LS

0)5tplan:

k0
222p2D250. ~37!

The parameterk0 is related toLS
0 by the boundary condition

~17!. So it follows from the above expression~37! that the
value ofLS

0 depends only on the value ofD2 .

2. Bookshelf Sm-C̃ nonplanar chevron

With the use of the harmonic expressions~21! and ~16!
for the variablesa and w and the expressions for the bu
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~11! and surface~12! free energy densities we obtain th
following free energy from~10!:

G5A1a0
21A2a0

41A3w1
21A4w1

41A5a0
2w1

2 . ~38!

The factorsAi ( i 51, . . . ,5) are

A152 1
2 ~2C'1k2!I 11 1

2 k21LScos2~k/2!, ~39!

A25 1
4 ~Ci14D1!I 22 1

3LScos4~k/2!, ~40!

A352 1
2 ~C'2p2D2!, ~41!

A45 3
8 D1 , ~42!

A552D1I 3 , ~43!

with

I 15E
21/2

1/2

cos2~kr!dr, ~44!

I 25E
21/2

1/2

cos4~kr!dr, ~45!

I 35E
21/2

1/2

sin2~pr!cos2~kr!dr. ~46!

The amplitudesa0 andw1 that minimize the free energy~38!
are

a0
25

1

2A2
@2A12A5w1

2# ~47!

and

w1
25

2A32A5a0
2

2A4
. ~48!

The reduced temperatureutuCH is found by requiring that the
amplitudew1 is real~i.e., w1

2>0! at finite a0 . At the transi-
tion point w1

250 anda0
252A1 /(2A2) ~that is the value of

a0 in the bookshelf structure!. From Eq.~48!, we thus obtain
that the amplitudew1 is real if 2A31A5A1 /(2A2).0. Fac-
tors A1 and A3 depend linearly on the reduced temperatu
utu, and from the above expressionutuCH can be determined
The results agree well with the numerically obtained tran
tion temperatures.

From the phase diagram in Fig. 3, we estimate that
maximum reduced temperature region in which the equi
rium bookshelf Sm-C structure can exist is at zero surfa
anchoring and is approximately 331026. With TAC
;300 K, this gives a temperature region of the order
1023 K. Things can be different if one boundary allows rel
e

i-

e
-

f

tively free motion of the molecules along the alignment
rection. In Ref.@37#, it was shown that in a ferroelectri
liquid crystal cell with antiparallel surface tilt cooling int
the Sm-C phase did not produce the expected chevron str
ture. A tilted bookshelf structure was formed instead.

3. Planar chevroñ nonplanar chevron

Now we use ansatz~24! for w(r) and ansatz~16! for
a~r!. The free energy of the cell is then

G5B1a0
21B2a0

41Gplan, ~49!

whereGplan is the free energy of a planar chevron structu
and the factorsB1 andB2 are

B15A11C'E
21/2

1/2

cos2~kr!tanh2~r/lw!dr, ~50!

B25A2 . ~51!

We minimize the free energy and obtain the amplitudea0 :

a0
25

2B1

2B2
. ~52!

This amplitude is real when

B1<0, ~53!

from where the planar chevron–nonplanar chevron transi
temperature follows.

In Fig. 3 we compare the temperatureutuCH obtained in
this way with the one obtained numerically. The tempe
tures agree well at very strong surface orientational anch
ings, where the temperature of the nonplanar chevron for
tion is low enough that the approximationlw!1 @and thus
the ansatz~24! for w(r)# is valid. However, close to the
surface orientational anchoring strengthLS

0 , the planar-
nonplanar chevron transition temperature is so high that
conditionlw!1 is not satisfied.

At anchorings close toLS
0 we use the harmonic ansa

~21! for w(r). The temperatureutuCH can be found from
expressions~47! and ~48! which were obtained in Sec
III C 2. Now we seek the conditiona0

2>0 at finitew1 . The
reduced temperatureutuCH is found by setting w1

2

52A3 /(2A4) ~the value in a planar chevron! and putting
this in Eq. ~47!, where we requirea0

250. We obtain the
condition2A11A5A3 /(2A4)50, from whichutuCH is deter-
mined. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that this approximat
gives good agreement with the numerical result at the
chorings close toLS

0 .
The maximum reduced temperature region in which a p

nar chevron can exist can be deduced from the phase
gram in Fig. 3. At very strong surface anchoring (lS→0) the
reduced temperature region is of the order of 1023. With
TAC;300 K this gives a temperature region of the order
1021 K.
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The temperature regions of the planar chevron and
bookshelf Sm-C structure are very narrow. The mean fie
free energies do not include fluctuations which may aff
the stability of phases which only exist within a narrow te
perature window. As a result, the phase topology predic
by the mean field theory may be unreliable. Here we ch
this possibility using estimates of energy determined fr
equipartition. Specifically, we have compared the amplitu
of the relevant order parameter fluctuations with the or
1parameter amplitudesa0 ~in the bookshelf phase! and w1
~in the planar chevron! which have been obtained using th
mean field theory.

We first discuss the bookshelf Sm-C phase. We calculate
^Da2& assuming only nematic fluctuations; the smectic la
will distort with the director, and deviations of the direct
from the smectic normal can be neglected. Then forqx
;1/L the amplitude of the fluctuations can be estimated
@38#

^Da2&;kBT/~LK !;1024,

where the valuesT;300 K, L52 mm, andK;10211 J/m
were used. We consider the mean field value ofa0

2 at its
largest value, which is most favorable to the mean fi
theory. This occurs at the bookshelf Sm-C–nonplanar chev-
ron transition in the limit of zero surface anchoring. In th
situation

a0
2;1026,

as follows from Eq.~30! if we take for C'50.26, i.e., the
value at the bookshelf Sm-C–nonplanar chevron transitio
~see Fig. 3!, and for other parameters we use the values gi
in Eq. ~9!. We may conclude that since^Da2&/a0

2.1 in the
putative bookshelf Sm-C phase, this phase may well not b
stable.

We now discuss the planar chevron. The fluctuations
the layer displacement are given by@38#

^Dw2&;kBT/~Bl i
2L !;1024,

where B is the de Gennes layer compressibility const
which is related tol i by the relationl i5AK/B. Adopting
an analogous procedure to that adopted above, we con
the mean field amplitudew1 where it is largest. This occur
at the planar-nonplanar chevron transition in the limit of
finite surface anchoring. At this point in the phase diagra
w1 is given by Eq.~24!. At the planar-nonplanar chevro
transitionC';102 ~see Fig. 3!, and using the values~9! for
other parameters, we can estimate

w1
2;1023.

Thus, by contrast with the bookshelf Sm-C phase, the plana
chevron phase does seem stable with respect to fluctuat
at least in the limit of sufficiently strong surface orientation
anchorings. This result is sensible because planar che
structure has been observed in Sm-A chevron cells@33,34#.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the Landau–de Gennes model to study
lytically the conditions for the formation of the symmetr
chevron in a surface stabilized Sm-C liquid crystal cell. A
simple Rapini-Papoular surface anchoring term has b
used. The model can be generalized to consider a more c
plex set of assumptions. We find that upon cooling the SmA
liquid crystal to the Sm-C phase three different structure
can occur, depending on the strength of the surface orie
tional anchoring and the ratio among the material consta
Far from the nematic-smectic phase transition, the follow
two schemes are possible. If the surface anchoring is str
enough the Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition temperature
lowered fromTAC to Tplan. At T,Tplan a planar chevron
structure is formed. This structure is stable untilT5TCH.
Below TCH, a nonplanar chevron structure is formed. Wh
the surface orientational anchoring is weak enough,
Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition is lowered toTBS. Below this
temperature a bookshelf Sm-C structure is formed. When
temperature is further reduced a bistable chevron structu
formed belowTCH. The critical strength of the surface or
entational anchoring that divides the two possible scheme
rather low. So in most realistic cases we probably have
transition from Sm-A to a planar chevron structure and the
to a nonplanar chevron structure. The temperature rang
which the planar chevron structure is stable is at m
1021 K for typical materials. The temperature range
which the equilibrium bookshelf structure exists at ve
weak surface anchoring is of the order of 1023 K. The sta-
bility region of the bookshelf structure is very narrow, so th
phase might disappear due to fluctuations in the nematic
rector. As a result of the narrow temperature range in wh
the planar chevron structure can exist, we conclude tha
most experimental cases only a nonplanar chevron struc
needs to be considered.
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APPENDIX: THE CHOICE OF THE MATERIAL
CONSTANTS

Typical values of the parameters entering the model
L'2 mm andd0;l i'3 nm @38,39#. The values ofc' , ci ,
and D have been measured close to theN– Sm-A– Sm-C
multicritical point @40#. From those measurements ofuc'u/ci

at different utu, we estimate thata0;o(1). Far from the
Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition temperature, we use McMi
an’s @41# estimate thata0utu is of the order of the ratio be
tween the molecular diameter and the molecular length,
we takea0utu'0.1. The parameterD1 is calculated using the
values fora0utu and l i , and assuming a value for the bu
molecular cone angle. For the materials showing
N– Sm-A– Sm-C phase transitionqB'20° far from the
Sm-A– Sm-C phase transition temperature.D2 is obtained
from D1 by noting thatD25D1 /(L2q0

2).
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